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The Compact Muon Solenoid

The Compact The Compact Muon Muon Solenoid (CMS) is a multi-purpose particle physics detector atSolenoid (CMS) is a multi-purpose particle physics detector at

the LHC:the LHC:

•• length: 21.6 mlength: 21.6 m

•• diameter: 14.6 mdiameter: 14.6 m

•• weight: 12500 tonsweight: 12500 tons

•• magnetic fieldmagnetic field

      strength: 4 T      strength: 4 T

•• Calorimeter coverage:Calorimeter coverage:

     barrel region |     barrel region |!!|<1.4, |<1.4, endcap endcap region: region: 1.4<|1.4<|!!|<3.0|<3.0
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Motivation

•• ExperimentalExperimental: : Normalized Normalized event-shapeevent-shape  distributions distributions areare  expected expected to to be be robustrobust

against jet energy scale uncertainties against jet energy scale uncertainties and and jet energy resolution effectsjet energy resolution effects

                   event shapes suitable for initial data analysis                   event shapes suitable for initial data analysis, , here here lies lies our main interestour main interest

•• TheoreticalTheoretical: Event : Event Shapes are collinear Shapes are collinear and and infrared safeinfrared safe, , which enables theirwhich enables their

computation computation in in perturbative perturbative QCDQCD

•• Event Event Shapes can be used Shapes can be used to to distinguish between distinguish between different different modelsmodels  of QCD of QCD multi-multi-

jet productionjet production

                   this study intends                    this study intends to to show thisshow this

•• Possibility Possibility in in the futurethe future: : measurements measurements of of !!SS
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    Definition of Event Shapes

•• Several event-shape Several event-shape variablesvariables  defined defined in in terms terms of of four momenta four momenta in in thethe
transverse transverse plane, in plane, in analogy analogy to to the the ee++ee--  casecase

                                                                    BanfiBanfi, Salam, , Salam, ZanderighiZanderighi, JHEP , JHEP 0408 0408 (2004) 62(2004) 62

•• Example: CentralExample: Central  transverse thrusttransverse thrust::

•• Calorimeter jet momenta Calorimeter jet momenta are used are used as as input input for the event shape calculationfor the event shape calculation
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   Illustration: central transverse thrust

•• Normalized inclusive PYTHIA generator level distribution of the centralNormalized inclusive PYTHIA generator level distribution of the central

transverse thrust:transverse thrust:

     plotted in a natural logarithm of     plotted in a natural logarithm of
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    Event-Shape Variables

Other Other Variables (Variables (not shown not shown in in this presentationthis presentation):):

-- Thrust minorThrust minor

-- Total Total jet broadeningjet broadening

-- Wide jet broadeningWide jet broadening

-- Total Total jet massjet mass

-- Heavy Heavy jet massjet mass

-- Three-jet resolution thresholdThree-jet resolution threshold
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Preselection

•• Event Event PreselectionPreselection::

     - the two hardest jets are central |     - the two hardest jets are central |!!|<|<!!CC=1.3=1.3

     - two or more jets with E     - two or more jets with ET T > 60 GeV (corrected calorimeter> 60 GeV (corrected calorimeter, generator, generator

              levellevel))

     - use only central jets for the event-shape calculation     - use only central jets for the event-shape calculation

•• Samples used at Samples used at ""s = 14 s = 14 TeVTeV::

     - PYTHIA QCD samples: 2     - PYTHIA QCD samples: 2##2 2 processes involving gluons and lightprocesses involving gluons and light

              quarksquarks

          - ALPGEN QCD - ALPGEN QCD samplessamples::

              Matrix Matrix element calculationelement calculation: 2 : 2 jets jets - 6 - 6 jets with jets with ppTT
jetsjets>20 >20 GeV/cGeV/c
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Presentation of Results

•• In the following plots In the following plots ““data pointsdata points””  are evaluated from the PYTHIAare evaluated from the PYTHIA

sample using calorimeter jet sample using calorimeter jet momentamomenta, corrected for their relative and, corrected for their relative and

absolute energy responseabsolute energy response

– Jet algorithm: kT, D=0.6, for the following plots

•• The The statistical uncertainty statistical uncertainty corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 10corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 10

pbpb-1-1

•• The error bars of the data points include the The error bars of the data points include the systematic errors systematic errors due to jetdue to jet

energy resolution and the limited knowledge of the jet energy scale (seeenergy resolution and the limited knowledge of the jet energy scale (see

later)later)
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•• Compare normalized event-shape distributions Compare normalized event-shape distributions ((calculated from corrected jetcalculated from corrected jet

momentamomenta) ) with the corresponding generator level predictions from with the corresponding generator level predictions from PYTHIAPYTHIA

6.409 and ALPGEN 2.16.409 and ALPGEN 2.1

•• CaloJetsCaloJets::

          reconstructed calorimeterreconstructed calorimeter

     jet     jet

•• GenJetsGenJets::

     particle jets on generator     particle jets on generator

     level     level

Results: central transverse thrust

•• Already in early measurements differences between data and  Already in early measurements differences between data and modelling modelling 

    of of QCD-multijets QCD-multijets in Monte Carlo generators can be studied.in Monte Carlo generators can be studied.
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    Systematic Uncertainty: Jet Energy Scale

•• A A global 10% uncertainty on theglobal 10% uncertainty on the

     jet energy scale      jet energy scale is assumed atis assumed at

     startup (flat in pseudo-rapidity)     startup (flat in pseudo-rapidity)

•• Event-Shape variables are expectedEvent-Shape variables are expected

to be robust against jet energy scaleto be robust against jet energy scale

variations, simply by theirvariations, simply by their

definition.definition.

•• Define observed differences asDefine observed differences as

systematic uncertaintiessystematic uncertainties

  - central transverse thrust:- central transverse thrust:

Typical variations withinTypical variations within

8% over a good 8% over a good subrangesubrange

1.15

0.89

EET,1T,1>80GeV>80GeV
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   Syst. Uncertainty: Jet Energy Resolution

•• A A gaussian gaussian smearing is appliedsmearing is applied

     on the generator level      on the generator level momentamomenta

          to evaluate the effect of the jetto evaluate the effect of the jet

energy resolutionenergy resolution

•• The jets have been The jets have been reordered inreordered in

EETT’’  after applying the smearingafter applying the smearing

– threshold ET’ > 60 GeV

•• Define observed differences asDefine observed differences as

systematic uncertaintiessystematic uncertainties

- central transverse thrust: - central transverse thrust: EET,1T,1>80 >80 GeVGeV

Variations within          Variations within          

7 - 8% over large range7 - 8% over large range

1.21

0.88
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•• Systematic uncertainties Systematic uncertainties expected expected at at startupstartup, , from jet energy resolutionfrom jet energy resolution

effects effects and and the limited knowledge the limited knowledge of of the jet energy scalethe jet energy scale, , are smallare small

– within 8% for both effects

•• An An early measurement early measurement of of event-shape event-shape variables variables allows already allows already to to studystudy

differences differences in in the modelling the modelling of of multi-jet productionmulti-jet production

SummarySummary
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BackupBackup
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      Analysis Procedure

•• PYTHIA PYTHIA uses uses LO LO matrix elements matrix elements plus plus parton shower parton shower to to generate generate QCD QCD multijet eventsmultijet events
by initial by initial and final and final state radiation state radiation in in the the 2 2 ! ! 2 2 processprocess
(DWT tune (DWT tune for for UE, UE, PDF-setPDF-set: CTEQ5L): CTEQ5L)

•• ALPGEN ALPGEN combines multi-leg tree-level matrix elements with the parton shower matchedcombines multi-leg tree-level matrix elements with the parton shower matched
by the by the MLM MLM scheme scheme to to generate QCD-multijet eventsgenerate QCD-multijet events

•• ALPGEN ALPGEN production production at CMS:at CMS:

     -  ME      -  ME calculationcalculation: 2 : 2 jets jets - 6 - 6 jets with jets with ppTT
jetsjets>20 >20 GeV/cGeV/c

          -  -  jet matching cone jet matching cone of of $$RRminmin  = 0.7= 0.7

     -       -  jets are calculated jets are calculated up to |up to |!!| = 5.0| = 5.0

•• The The phase space is divided into three regions phase space is divided into three regions according to the correctedaccording to the corrected
transverse energy of the leading jettransverse energy of the leading jet

              - - inclusiveinclusive:          :          EET,1T,1 > 80  > 80 GeVGeV

          - - medium energymedium energy:    :    250 250 GeV GeV < E< ET,1T,1 < 500  < 500 GeVGeV
              - - high energyhigh energy:          :          EET,1T,1 > 500  > 500 GeVGeV
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•• Already in early measurements differences between data and QCD multi-jetAlready in early measurements differences between data and QCD multi-jet

modelling modelling in Monte Carlo Generators can be studied for medium and highin Monte Carlo Generators can be studied for medium and high

energetic events.energetic events.

Results: central transverse thrust

medium high
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•• Goal Goal : : compare event-shape distributions computed withcompare event-shape distributions computed with

– Generator level jets

– Uncorrected calo level jets

– Corrected calo level jets

•• Beware Beware : : thresholdsthresholds  !!

– For meaningful comparison have to select similar samples

•• For For all all uncorrected calorimeter level jetsuncorrected calorimeter level jets:  :  threshold threshold of Eof ETT = 30  = 30 GeVGeV

•• For For the uncorrected the uncorrected leading leading jetsjets::
threshold is set according threshold is set according to to the response the response of of generated level jetsgenerated level jets,,
additionally requiring that the number additionally requiring that the number of of selected events agree within selected events agree within 3 %:3 %:

     -      - low thresholdlow threshold: E: ET,1T,1 > 47  > 47 GeV GeV ((uncorrecteduncorrected))

     -      - medium thresholdmedium threshold: E: ET,1T,1 > 190  > 190 GeV GeV ((uncorrecteduncorrected))

   Sensitivity to Jet Energy Corrections
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central transverse thrust: central transverse thrust: inclusiveinclusive central transverse thrustcentral transverse thrust: : mediummedium

                    The distributions agree well withinThe distributions agree well within

          7-10% over a good           7-10% over a good subrangesubrange

     Sensitivity to Jet Energy Corrections (2)

0.82

1.07

0.79

1.10
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   Syst. Uncertainty: Jet Energy Resolution

•• A A gaussian gaussian smearing is applied smearing is applied on the generator level on the generator level momenta momenta to evaluate the effect ofto evaluate the effect of
the jet energy resolution:the jet energy resolution:

•• The jets have been The jets have been reordered in Ereordered in E
TT’’  after applying the smearingafter applying the smearing

– Again : threshold ET’ > 60 GeV

•• Define observed differences as systematic uncertaintiesDefine observed differences as systematic uncertainties
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central transverse thrust:  central transverse thrust:  inclusiveinclusive central transverse thrustcentral transverse thrust: : mediummedium

19

     Systematics: Jet Energy Resolution (1)

0.89

1.21

0.96

1.09

Variations within              Variations within              

7 - 8% over a large range7 - 8% over a large range
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•• For high values For high values of the central transverse thrust distribution (inclusive sample, of the central transverse thrust distribution (inclusive sample, ieie..

EET,1T,1>80) the deviations are around 20%.>80) the deviations are around 20%.

•• IllustrationIllustration::

events, where a hard jet is balanced by two jets closely below (above) theevents, where a hard jet is balanced by two jets closely below (above) the

threshold of 60 threshold of 60 GeVGeV..

Only one jet jumps above the threshold after the smearing is applied (dropsOnly one jet jumps above the threshold after the smearing is applied (drops

below the threshold).below the threshold).

20

    Systematics: Jet Energy Resolution (2)

before after smearing

before after smearing


